
                                                                    RENT  

2/15/12- Production meeting #6 

                                                                           Start: 12:00     End: 1:00 Break:       

      

  

Costumes: 

- Katelyn Hall is now going to be helping costumes! 

- Kelly is coming back to take pictures for collages. 

- Still working on trying to marry Angel with the rockette theme. 

- Everyone came into their fitting on time, so yay! 

- Nick Prenger can cut his hair as short as possible. 

- Collin will be picking up his rehearsal shoes from Kelly soon. 

- Only Angel and Mimi will be in any sort of heel, everyone else in either sneakers or 

boots. 

- Address right away who is wearing what kind of shoe, just so they can start practicing.  

- Thanks!  

Set: 

- The model is underway and most of it will be done for the presentation 

- Derek found where we can get palates, it has a large variety  

- Thanks! 

Props: 

- Thanks for the new props list, we will discuss it in our next meeting. 

- We will talk about flash paper next week 

- The responsibility of the camera will fall on Liz/props 

- Thanks! 

Lights: 

- Keep in touch! 

- Thanks! 

Sound: 

- No notes, Thanks!  

General: 

- Kelly will possibly be taking the production photos.  



- We are still trying to figure out an exact time to take them based off of everyone 

schedules 
- We will be taking pictures behind main street of Ames on the fire escapes and dumpsters 
- We put on hold the last back 5 HR sears for sound, the 5 back HR and HL seats, and the 

blue seats 
- If we do remove the first row on HL we need to go through the center to get their 

approval 
- Where are we going to store the seats?   
- Thanks!  

Scheduling: 

- Design presentation will take place at the Design lab on the 21
st
 of  February at 5:45  

- Production meetings will be on Wednesdays now 

- Our Next meeting will be February 
22nd

  


